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KAPOW’S HYPER-LOCAL EXPERTISE HELPS  
MADISON LOGIC HOST EVENTS THAT IMPRESS
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Madison Logic

CHALLENGE 
Find new and trendy venues for client entertainment outings in an efficient way.

ABOUT MADISON LOGIC 
Madison Logic is a full-funnel marketing solution. The company works with B2B clients and 
agencies to do everything from high-impact branding to content marketing.

KEVIN MULRANE 
Vice President,  

Global Revenue Operations

Finding trendy hot spots for your event can be tricky—especially when your clients work  
in a hip environment and you don’t live in the city where you’re entertaining. This was  
the case for Kevin Mulrane, Vice President, Global Revenue Operations at Madison Logic in 
New York.

“ I’m typically responsible for setting up our internal and client entertainment events,” Mulrane says.  
“I live outside of the city, so I don’t know the ‘cool’ places. I would go around the office asking for suggestions and hope someone  
knew of a good place. I’d spend two or three hours trying to find a place and more often than not, we’d end up at the same bar across 
the street.”

Needless to say, Mulrane found this problematic. When entertaining clients, it’s important for the event to have 
a “wow” factor, which means more than choosing a bar or restaurant—you have to create an experience.

“ You want clients to walk away saying, ‘This is awesome! I’ve never been to a place like this,’” Mulrane says.  
“But it can be very stressful trying to create that experience month after month.”   

When Mulrane found Kapow, his stress was immediately alleviated.

“ Booking with Kapow is 100 times easier than booking on my own,” Mulrane says. “It takes three hours of work and condenses it to 20 minutes.”

Not only did Mulrane save time, but attendees are more engaged going to new venues every month.

“ The ad agencies we partner with want to hang out with the cool kids,” Mulrane says. “If you’re the guy  
throwing the cool events, they want to do business with you.”

At one standout client event, guests received earphones customized to fit their ears. Attendees were impressed 
and after the event, word spread quickly throughout their agency.

“ We received emails from clients telling us how cool and unique the event was,” Mulrane says. “They said everyone  
in their office was asking about the earphones, so even non-attendees were talking about it.”

When it comes to internal events at Madison Logic, the sales team is more motivated than ever to hit their numbers.

“I keep hearing buzz around the office,” Mulrane says. “The sales team knows if they fulfill their quotas,  
they get a Kapow event, so they’re really motivated.”

In fact, the sales team loves Kapow events so much they’ve started using Kapow to book events for their clients.

“ We all use Kapow because working with them is so easy,” Mulrane says. “It takes all the manual work out of planning an event. I don’t 
have time to research, plan and book an event. Kapow has made it incredibly easy to guarantee a well-run, cool event.” 
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